A&S Media Report
9/5/15 - 9/11/15

STATS AT A GLANCE

- 68 external media stories tracked
- 2 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 11 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 1 Cornell Alumni Magazine story
- 2 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 18 Tweets

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

*Hidden impatience revealed in linguistics study*
*Medical Press, 9/11/15, Cornell Chronicle*

Sam Tilsen (LINGUISTICS)

*The Strategika Podcast: Barry Strauss on Arms Control, Ancient and Modern* (audio)
*Ricochet, 9/10/15*

Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

*Cornell Cinema honors 25 years of Milestone Films*
*Ithaca Journal, 9/10/15*

(CORNELL CINEMA, PMA)

*Nine keys to understanding why migration crisis broke out now in Europe (Spanish)*
*The Nation, 9/10/15*

Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

*Modern Classical Music*
*Ithaca Times, 9/9/15*

Xak Bjerken, Ariana Kim, Miri Yampolsky, John Haines-Eitzen, graduate students Can Bilir and Mike Cheng-Yu (MUSIC)

*Sending Syrian refugees to Gulf states a misguided solution*
*Scoop Independent News, 9/8/15*

Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY)

*CIA deputy director to speak at Cornell University*
*Ithaca Times, 9/8/15 and 13 other media outlets*
Prof. Derek Chang Intertwines Upbringing with Studies
*Cornell Daily Sun*, 9/9/15
Derek Chang (HISTORY, ASIAN STUDIES)

Talks to spark better communication from academics
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/9/15
David Feldshuh (PMA)

‘Say Her Name’ Event Centers on Women as Subjects of Violence
*Cornell Daily Sun*, 9/4/15
Oneka LaBennett, Russel Rickford (AFRICANA, HISTORY)

In Praise of Faculty
*Cornell Alumni Magazine*, September/October 2015
Kim Haines-Eitzen (NES)

**Sciences and Math**

13 Top Scientists’ Favorite Books and Movies
*Huffington Post*, 9/6/15 and 3 other media outlets
Steven Strogatz (MATH)

Summer in chemistry lab signals success for undergrad *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/10/15
Michael Disare ‘17, Yimon Aye (CHEMISTRY)

Future fabrics dazzle at New York State Fair *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 9/8/15
Neal Reynolds, graduate student (PHYSICS)

**Social Sciences**

A Show of China’s Military Force Serves as Drumroll for U.S. Visit
*Time Magazine*, 9/21/15
Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT)

Outsider candidates: Any hope?
*The Bulletin*, 9/10/15
Mabel Berezin (SOCIOLOGY)

What Devadasi Rites Tell Us About the Sexuality of Religion
*The Wire*, 5/9/15
Lucinda Ramberg (ANTHROPOLOGY)

Is Love for Carson and Trump More Than a Summer Fling?
Roll Call, 9/8/15 and 1 other media outlet
Mabel Berezin (SOCIØLOGY)

**Book talks address politics, uncertainty and economic fears**

*Cornell Chronicle, 9/10/15*

Adam Seth Levine, Jonathan Culler, Chiara Formichi (GOVERNMENT, ENGLISH)

**Panel on democracy, inequality will cap inauguration** *

*Cornell Chronicle, 9/10/15*

Gretchen Ritter, Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

**Taylor gift will enrich humanities, social sciences at Cornell**

*Cornell Chronicle, 9/9/15*

Gretchen Ritter, Timothy Murray (SOCIETY FOR THE HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES)

**William Provine, history of science scholar, dies at 73**

*Cornell Chronicle, 9/10/15*

(EEB, HISTORY)

**Grants help students take unpaid internships** *

*Cornell Chronicle, 9/9/15*

Linda He ’16
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